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We have utilized a dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) probe in combination with selected probes from other 

positions along the 2q chromosome arm in a two-color fluorescence in situ hybridization analysis of early 

DHFR gene amplification events in CHO cells. These studies show clearly that the most frequent initiating 

event is the formation of a giant inverted duplication, resulting either from chromosome breakage and 

terminal fusion or a reverse unequal sister chromatid exchange. The dicentric chromosomes thus formed 

initiate bridge/breakage/fusion cycles that appear to mediate subsequent amplification steps to higher copy 
number. 
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The amplification of specific genes can mediate the ac- 
quisition of drug resistance in mammalian cell lines and 
in some human tumors (Horns et al. 1984; Trent et al. 
1984~ Bishop 1987; Hamlin et al. 1991; Schimke 1988; 
Stark et al. 1989). In addition, the amplification of onco- 
genes occurs at a very high frequency in human malig- 
nancies and is usually correlated with the more progres- 
sive stages of the particular disease {Bishop 1987; Ham- 
lin et al. 1991). With very rare exceptions (see Prody et al. 
1989), DNA sequence amplification has not been ob- 
served in normal, non-neoplastic cells (Sager et al. 1985; 
Otto et al. 1989; Tlsty 1990; Wright et al. 1990). 

The number of amplicons per cell can vary from a few 
to >10,000 (Stark and Wahl 1984; Hamlin et al. 1991). 
Virtually all of the examples of mammalian DNA se- 
quence amplification studied in detail thus far share cer- 
tain properties: (1) in the initial stages, megabase-long 

segments of DNA containing the selectable gene are am- 
plified (Zieg et al. 1983; Trask and Hamlin 1989; Smith 

et al. 1990; Toledo et al. 1992); (2) both within and 
among cell lines there is heterogeneity in the size of the 
repeating units, but in a given drug-resistant clone, one 

or a few smaller amplicon types usually become domi- 
nant as the amplicon number increases during further 

selections (Ardeshir et al. 1983; Federspiel et al. 1984; 
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Debatisse et al. 1986; Ma et al. 1988]; (3} the multiple 
amplicons are arrayed in tandem, either in the body 
of chromosomes as abnormally banding regions (ABRs; 
Biedler and Spengler 1975) or as acentromeric, autono- 
mously replicating episomal elements (termed double 
minutes; Kaufman et al. 1979; Barker 1982). 

Although some information is available concerning 
the structure and disposition of amplicons late in the 

amplification process (see Ardeshir et al. 1983; Feder- 
spiel et al. 1984; Debatisse et al. 1986; Guilotto et al. 
1986; Looney and Hamlin 1987; Looney et al. 1988; Ma 
et al. 1988), very little is known about the molecular 
mechanisms that initiate and perpetuate the amplifica- 
tion process in any mammalian system. The following 
models have been proposed (for review, see Schimke 
1982; Stark and Wahl 1984i Hamlin et al. 1991): (1) un- 
equal sister chromatid exchange (USCE) could result in 
the juxtaposition of both copies of a locus on one chro- 

mosome arm, presumably followed by additional rounds 
of USCE (Fig. 1A); (2) multiple rounds of replication 
could occur at a locus in a single cell cycle, followed by 
recombination of the extra duplexes in tandem arrays, 
either in loco or elsewhere in the genome (Fig. 1B); (3) the 

locus could be deleted from the chromosome, followed 

by amplification during its lifetime as an episome by 
unequal segregation or other means (Fig. 1C; Wahl 1989}; 
or (4) a single- or double-strand break could initiate roll- 
in replication analogous to conservative transposition in 

bacteriophage Mu (Galas and Chandler 1981; Harshey 
and Bukhari 1981; Fig. 1D). Amplification could be ini- 
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Figure 1. Models for initial amplification 
events in CHO cells. (A) Two different un- 
equal sister chromatid exchange events 
are pictured that would lead to an initial 
duplication of the DHFR gene. (B) An over- 
replication model is pictured that would 
lead to amplification either in loco if the 
extra duplexes were integrated close to the 
original locus or at a distant position if the 
extra duplexes had a finite extrachromo- 
somal existence. The length of the ampli- 
cons may be shortened during the process. 
{CI A deletion model in which the deleted 
locus forms an episome that increases in 
size and gene copy number, possibly by 
rolling circle replication or unequal segre- 
gation and recombination; the episome 
then either remains extrachromosomal 
or reintegrates into the same or another 
chromosome, possibly after having been 
trimmed. {D} A conservative transposition 
model in which extra copies of the locus in 
question are generated by a roll-in replica- 
tion mechanism analogous to transposi- 
tion in bacteria, but the original locus re- 
mains intact (Harshey and Bukhari 1980; 
Galas and Chandler 1981 I. 

tiated by more than one of these phenomena, or one 

mechan i sm could init iate amplif icat ion and a second 

and/or  third could be involved during amplification to 
higher copy numbers.  

Substantiating or e l iminat ing  any one of these general 

models has proved to be a difficult task, because ampli- 

fication of a given chromosomal  locus occurs at a fre- 

quency of only 10- 3-10 - s per cell generation (Zieg et al. 

1983; Stark and Wahl 1984; Tlsty et al. 1989), making it 

impossible to study ini t ia t ing events as they occur. Fur- 

thermore, the structures of amplicons containing a par- 

t icular gene differ among different cells in the same se- 

lected population and can change wi th  t ime even at a 

single drug concentrat ion {see Ardeshir et al. 1983; Fed- 

erspiel et al. 1984). Thus, it would be advantageous to 

study ini t ia t ing events in single cells {or in their imme-  

diate descendants) to deduce underlying themes. 

In recent years it has become possible to examine the 

chromosomal  rearrangements that accompany DNA se- 

quence amplif icat ion in single cells by fluorescence in 

situ hybridization (Pinkel et al. 1986). The sensit ivity 

and resolution of this method  allow the detection of sin- 

gle-copy loci wi th  a resolution of a few megabases (Trask 

1990). 

When we applied fluorescence in situ hybridization 

(FISH) to an analysis of the early stages of DHFR gene 

amplif icat ion in n ine  independent ly  derived methotrex- 

ate-resistant populations (Trask and Haml in  1989), sev- 

eral features were noteworthy: (1) in 7 of 9 of these pop- 

ulations (each of which  probably arose from only one or 

two ini t ial  events), both of the original DHFR genes were 

found at their native 2q chromosomal  locations and ap- 

peared to remain single copy; (2] in 6 of 7 of these pop- 

ulations, the mul t iple  DHFR amplicons were located on 

the same chromosome arm as one of the original single- 

copy loci but usually more than 50 megabase pairs [Mbpl 

away and sometimes farther out on the chromosome 

arm than the usual telomere; {3) there were m a n y  exam- 

ples of chromosomal aberrations involving DHFR ampl- 

icons, including a very high incidence of dicentric chro- 

mosomes or chromosomes displaying sister chromatids 
fused at their termini  {38 of 120 metaphase cells exam- 
inedl. 

Similar observations were subsequent ly made on Syr- 

ian hamster  cells during the early stages of amplif icat ion 

of the CAD gene in response to PALA selection (Smith 

et al. 1990}, and on Chinese hamster  ovary {CHOI 

cells undergoing amplif icat ion of the adenylate deam- 

inase 2 (AMPD21 gene during the acquisi t ion of resis- 

tance to coformycin {Toledo et al. 19921. Thus, these 

features are not unique to a particular cell type or genetic 

locus. 

These data seemed most compatible wi th  an ini t ia t ing 

event in which either (lJ an unequal  exchange occurs 

between sister chromatids, leading to the transfer of both 

copies of the DHFR gene to one chromosome arm (as in 

Fig. 1A); or (2) a t ransposit ion/replicat ion event gener- 

ates additional tandem copies of the gene at some distal 

position on the same chromosome. 

As the diagrams in Figure 1, A and D, show, different 

chromosomal rearrangements are predicted by each of 

these mechanisms.  For example, in a direct unequal  sis- 

ter chromatid exchange, a large direct repeat is formed; 

theoretically, no instabil i ty would accrue to the cell re- 

ceiving the extra intersti t ial  material,  and no genetic ma- 

terial would be lost from the daughter cell that survives 
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selection. In a reverse sister chromatid exchange (equal 
or unequal), a giant symmetric or asymmetric inverted 
duplication takes place, with the attendant loss of the 
material distal to the crossover points on both chroma- 
tids (Fig. 1A)~ the dicentric chromosome thus formed 

would have to break during the subsequent mitosis, gen- 
erating frayed ends that could subsequently lead to fur- 

ther dicentfics, translocations, and so forth. 

In contrast, a conservative transposition/replication 

event would lead to a cluster of amplicons separated 

from the single-copy locus by material that is unrear- 

ranged with respect to the original chromosome arm. 
It is conceivable that both reverse unequal sister chro- 

matid exchange and conservative transposition/replica- 

tion could be initiated by the telomere itself, in which 

case the entire chromosomal arm distal to the single- 
copy locus would be duplicated in the initiating event 
{Trask and Hamlin 1989; Smith et al. 1990). 

To discriminate among these models, we have utilized 

pairs of cosmids from different positions along the 2q 

chromosome arm of CHO cells in a two-color FISH anal- 

ysis of the earliest detectable DHFR gene amplification 

events. The chromosomal rearrangements observed in 
this analysis argue strongly that DHFR gene amplifica- 

tion in CHO cells is frequently, if not exclusively, initi- 

ated either by chromosome breakage and sister chroma- 

tid fusion or by reverse unequal sister chromatid ex- 

change. 

Results 

Isolation of probes for the 2q chromosome arm 

Initially, a CHO--K1 genomic cosmid library was 
screened for clones that hybridized to different positions 

along the 2q chromosome arm. Three of the clones iso- 

lated by this approach (2T14, 2T31, and 2T56} were cho- 

sen on the basis of their relatively even distribution 
along the 2q arm. Shown in Figure 2, A-C, are examples 
of the two-color FISH patterns obtained when each of 
these cosmids was paired with a DHFR-specific cosmid 
(oH1) and used to probe CHO--K1 cells. The measured 
positions of each probe on chromosomes 2 and Z2 were 
averaged and are diagrammed in Figure 2 (diagram). Note 

that the Z2 chromosome has suffered a deletion of part of 
the 2p arm but is otherwise identical to chromosome 2 
in this cell line (Deavan and Peterson 1973). In both 2 

and Z2, the 2q arm is -300  Mbp long (Deavan and Peter- 

son 1973; Trask and Hamlin 1989), and the DHFR, 2T14, 

2T31, and 2T56 markers are -110,  170, 210, and 300 

Mbp from the centromere. A third copy of the 2T56 
probe is also present on the end of an unidentified 

marker chromosome. 

Early amplification events usually involve very 
large inverted duplications of chromosome 
2q sequences 

Nine independent drug-resistant cell populations were 

isolated by stepwise increases in methotrexate [Trask 
and Hamlin 1989). Two-color FISH analysis was per- 
formed on the least resistant population in each series in 
which significant numbers of amplificants were de- 

tected; these included CHO/0.1 populations D and G, 
and CHO/0.4 populations C, E, and F. The remaining 

four populations were excluded either because (1) the 

patterns were too complicated to analyze at any drug 

level (populations A, H, and J}, or {2) there was no evi- 

dence of amplification {B). 

Cells were hybridized with the probe pairs DHFR/ 

2T14, DHFR/2T31, or DHFR/2T56, and randomly se- 
lected metaphase spreads were chosen for detailed anal- 
ysis (e.g., see Fig. 31. Photographic slides of these figures 

were projected onto a digitizing board, and relative cen- 

tromere, probe, and telomere positions on labeled chro- 
mosomes were measured. These values were normalized 
internally to the 2q arm of the uninvolved homologous 
chromosome in the same spread, and the data from the 

labeled chromosomes were then displayed in outline 

form as shown in Figure 4 for class E-I and C amplifi- 

cants. 
Inspection of these patterns suggested that most cells 

examined in a given population arose either from one 

initial event {as with populations C, D, and F} or from 

two {as with populations E and G) {see belowl. The rel- 

ative distances among probes, centromeres, and termini 

within a given class (either one or two per population) 
were then averaged to produce a summary diagram for 
each probe and each class (Fig. 5). The model chromo- 
somes in Figure 6 represent a compilation of the data 

obtained with the three different probes on different sets 

of cells from the same class. 

Note that, within each class of amplificants, the am- 
plicon clusters themselves were quite variable both in 

pattern and gene copy number (Trask and Hamlin 1989). 

Here, because we are interested primarily in the arrange- 

ment of material between these clusters and the single- 

copy DHFR locus, all clusters are represented simply as 
a box with its length corresponding to the length of the 
cluster. 

A few chromosomes in each population were suffi- 
ciently different from the majority to exclude from the 
averaging procedure. Most of these patterns probably re- 
sulted from translocations that occurred concomitant 
with or after the initial amplification event, obscuring 
the details of initial sequence rearrangements (see the 

two on the right in Fig. 4A and in the lower parts of Fig. 

4B, C). 

The most striking findings in this analysis are illus- 

trated by the patterns of hybridization observed with 
each of the three probe pairs in amplificant classes E-I 

and C (Figs. 3-61. In class E-I, two pairs of single-copy 

fluorescent signals from probe 2T14 were detected on 

chromosome Z2 in the vast majority of spreads (Figs. 3A 

and 4AI. In all cases, both pairs of the 2T14 probe were 
located between the single-copy DHFR locus and the 

DHFR amplicon cluster and were approximately the 

same distance apart. The more distal probe 2T31 gave a 

pattern similar to 2T14, except that the two single-copy 
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Figure 2. Location of DHFR, 2T14, 2T31, and 2T56 on the chromosome 2q arm. Normal CHO--K1 metaphase cells were simulta- 
neously hybridized with cosmid probes for the DHFR gene (green signals) and 2T14 (A), 2T31, (B) or 2T56, (C) (red signals). The 
distances among chromosome termini, centromeres, and probe positions were measured in >30 metaphase spreads for each probe pair. 
The measured distances were normalized to the length of the 2q arm to correct for differences in chromatin condensation among 
spreads. The diagram summarizes the relative positions of each probe. Note that a third copy of the 2T56 sequence is present near the 
tip of the short arm of a marker chromosome (M). (~)) 2/Z2 centromere; ((~)) marker chromosome centromere; (D) DHFR gene. Bar, 
10 ~m. 

2T31 signals were m u c h  closer together  (Figs. 3B and 4B). 

In contrast ,  probe 2T56, wh ich  is very near  the  t e rminus  

of c h r o m o s o m e  2, was no t  detected on any  ampl icon-  

bearing c h r o m o s o m e  in  any  class of ampl i f icants  (see 

Figs. 3C, F, and 6). It is clear f rom the s u m m a r y  diagram 

for class E-I in  Figure 6 tha t  a giant  inver ted  dup l i ca t ion  

has occurred be tween  the single-copy DHFR locus and 

the t e rmina l  DHFR ampl icon  cluster.  

Figure  3. Examples of two-color FISH analyses of populations E-I and C. Metaphase cells from populations E and C were hybridized 
with the DHFR gene (green signals) and 2T14, 2T31, or 2T56 (red signals). The chromosomes were counterstained with DAPI. (A) A 
class E-I cell probed with DHFR/2T14; note the double set of 2T14 signals between the single-copy DHFR locus and the amplicon 
cluster. {B} A class E-I amplificant with DHFR/2T31; note the double set of 2T31 signals between the DHFR locus and the amplicon 

cluster; also note the fused termini. (C) A class E-I cell probed with DHFR/2T56; 2T56 is present on chromosome 2 and the marker 

chromosome, but is absent from the amplicon-bearing Z2 chromosome. (D) A class C amplificant probed with DHFR/2T14; a double 

set of 2T14 signals is not only detected between the DHFR locus and the amplicon cluster but also between the two amplicon clusters 
on chromosome 2. (E) A class C cell with DHFR/2T31; two pairs of 2T31 signals are detected between the DHFR locus and the first 

amplicon cluster but are not present between amplicon clusters. {F) A class C amplificant with DHFR/2T56; 2T56 is absent from the 
amplicon-bearing chromosome 2. Bar, 10 ~m. 
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Figure 5. Averaged hybridization patterns for the 2T14, 2T31, and 2T56 probes on all amplificant classes. Normalized distances 
among centromere, DHFR, 2T probes, amplicon clusters, and termini were averaged for all chromosomes within each amplificant 
class. The consensus chromosomes shown here were drawn using these average distances. For example, for class E-I, measurements 
from 17 chromosomes labeled with DHFR/2T 14 {the first 17 shown in Fig. 4A) were averaged to produce the drawings of chromosomes 
2 and Z2 shown in the c e n t e r .  For all other probes and classes, measurements from 15-39 chromosomes were averaged to compile the 
consensus chromosomes shown, except for classes C (probe 2T31), G-II, and E-II. For these classes, measurements from only 4-11 
chromosomes could be obtained. With the exception of a defined amplicon cluster in class C (Figs. 5 and 6), the amplicon clusters 
varied among chromosomes within the same class in length, number, and status of their termini (i.e., fused or not; e.g., the terminal 
amplicon clusters in Fig. 3). Therefore, the amplicon clusters are collectively represented here by the same symbol (a shaded area 
terminated by double diagonal linesl. 

Class C displayed m a n y  of the characteristics of class 

E-I: Probes 2T14 and 2T31 were again present as dou- 

blets in an even larger inverted duplication (Figs. 3D, E, 

4D, 5, and 6). When compared wi th  the uninvolved 2q 

chromosome arm (Fig. 6), it is also apparent that because 

of the presence of this duplicated material,  the DHFR 

amplicons in class C are situated at a greater distance 

from the centromere than the usual  end of the chromo- 

some {as they also are in classes F, E-I, and E-II). 

Interestingly, additional copies of probe 2T14 (but not 

2T31) were present on chromosome 2 in most  of the 

spreads, usual ly appearing as a doublet between two 

small  amplicon clusters (Figs. 3D, 4D, 5, and 61. Thus, in 

class C, it appears that an ini t ial  inverted duplication 

was followed by a subsequent inverted duplication in- 

volving only a fraction of the original uni t  {see Discus- 

sionl. At some point, however, amplif icat ion of very 

small  units  mus t  have occurred, to account for the pres- 

ence of the homogenous, brightly staining ampl icon 

clusters between these smaller  pal indromes (Fig. 4D). 

As wi th  class E-I, the most distal probe (2T561 was not  

detected on any of the amplicon-bearing chromosomes 

in class C (Fig. 3F, 5, and 6). 

The diagrams in Figure 5 summar ize  the two-color 

FISH data obtained with each of the three probe pairs on 

all of the seven amplif icant  classes that were analyzed in 
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Figure 6. Model chromosomes from each amplificant class. The averaged distances between chromosome features (centromere, 
probes, amplicon cluster boundaries, and termini) were compiled to produce model chromosomes for each class. Although the three 
2T probes were not hybridized simultaneously to cells, the distances obtained with each probe individually [Fig. 51 were consistent 
with the combined patterns shown here. Both chromosomes are shown for normal CHO-K1 cells. The marker chromosome (M1), 
whose short arm hybridized with 2T56 in CHO--K1 and all of the variants, as welt as the unaffected chromosome in the amplificants 
(Z2 in class C and 2 in all the other classes) are omitted for simplicity. 

detail. The data for all three probe pairs are combined to 

produce the model chromosomes for each class shown in 

Figure 6. 
In five of the seven independent classes (C, F, E-I, G-I, 

and E-II), the single-copy DHFR locus is present at its 

original location and remains single copy. A large but 

variably sized inverted duplication has occurred on the 
2q chromosome arm in the initial progenitors of class C, 
F, E-I, and G-I amplificants. In each of these cases, the 

inverted duplication could be interpreted to be symmet- 

rical. Note that probe 2T14 is included in the smaller 

inverted duplication in class G-I amplificants, but the 

more distal 2T31 marker is not; nevertheless, the 2T31 

marker appears as a translocation on another small chro- 

mosome (Fig. 6). Examples of the FISH patterns obtained 

with probe pairs DHFR/2T14 and DHFR/2T31 on class 

G-I are shown in Figure 7,A and B (the white arrow in 

Fig. 7B indicates the translocation chromosome). 

Classes G-II and D are remarkably similar in their hy- 

bridization patterns, and both appear to represent in loco 

amplification events (Fig. 61. In both cases, however, the 

end of the 2q arm distal to the DHFR gene has been 

translocated to an unidentified marker chromosome {an 

example of the DHFR/2T14 FISH pattern on a class D 

amplificant is shown in Fig. 7C; the white arrow indi- 

cates translocation). This translocation was confirmed 

using 2T25, a marker that lies only 5-10 Mbp distal to 

the DHFR gene in CHO-K1 cells (Fig. 7E}. Despite its 

proximity to DHFR, 2T25 is absent from Z2 in class D 

amplificants and has also been translocated to the 

marker chromosome (white arrow, Fig. 7F1. 

Class E-II [Figs. 5, 6, and 7D) is unique in that an in- 

verted duplication is not apparent from the patterns of 

hybridization, yet the amplicon clusters in this class are 

nevertheless farther out on the chromosome than the 

usual telomere {compare with the normal 2 and Z2 chro- 

mosomes to the left in Fig. 6). The origin of the addi- 
tional material between the 2T31 marker and the DHFR 

amplicon clusters is therefore not immediately obvious 

{but see Discussion}. [Note that a class E-I amplificant 

was present in the same field in the upper left hand cor- 

ner of Fig. 7D {white arrow).] 

Remarkably, 93 of the 381 mitotic figures (24%1 ex- 
amined in this study displayed fused termini, in each 

case involving an amplicon cluster (e.g., as in Figs. 3B 

and 7D). In addition, 22 mitotic cells {6% of the total} 

displayed dicentric chromosomes containing amplicon 

clusters. 

Discussion 

The most important generalizations that can be made 

from this study are as follows: (1) DHFR amplicons are 

on the 2q chromosome arm in 9 of 10 amplificant classes 

(A is the exception). [21 Except for classes G-II and D, the 

amplicons are very far away from the single-copy DHFR 

locus and usually occupy terminal positions on the chro- 

mosomes. {3} The region between the single-copy locus 
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Figure 7. Selected FISH patterns from amplificant classes G-I, D and E-II. (A) A class G-I cell probed with DHFR/2T14; two closely 
spaced pairs of 2T14 signals are detected between the DHFR single-copy locus and the amplicon cluster. IBI A class G-I cell probed with 
DHFR/2T31i 2T31 cannot be detected between the DHFR single-copy locus and the amplicon cluster on chromosome Z2 but has been 

translocated to a marker chromosome (white arrow). {C) A class D cell probed with DHFR/2T14; the amplicon cluster is unresolved 
from the site of the DHFR single-copy locus, and 2T14 has been translocated from Z2 to a marker chromosome (white arrow). (D) A 

class E-II cell probed with DHFR/2T31; a single pair of 2T31 signals is present between the DHFR locus and the amplicon cluster, 

which is involved in a terminal fusion; note the class Eq cell with two pairs of 2T31 signals (upper 1eft; white arrow). (El CHO-K1 cells 
hybridized with DHFR and 2T25, a cosmid probe that maps close to but distal to the DHFR gene. (F) A class D cell probed with 
DHFR/2T25; 2T25 is not present on the amplicon-bearing Z2 chromosome but has been translocated to a marker chromosome {white 

arrow). Bar, 10 ~m. 
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and the DHFR amplicon clusters represents a duplica- 

tion of material that appears to derive exclusively from 

the chromosome 2q arm itself, because probes 2T14 al- 
ways and 2T31 usually hybridize to this intervening re- 

gion. [4) These large duplications are inverted in at least 

4 of 7 amplificant classes studied in detail here (C, F, E-I, 

and G-I), and possibly in all of them {see below); the 

duplications can be interpreted as being symmetrical in 

classes C, F, E-I, G-I, G-II, and D. (5) The telomere-prox- 

imal 2T56 probe was never included in the duplication 

in the amplificants studied here. (6J Markers distal to 

2T31 that are not included in the duplications appear to 

be lost from the cell (Fig. 6, classes C, F, E-l, and E:II); 

however, when 2T31 is excluded from the duplication 

(as in classes G-I, G-II, and D), the entire chromosome 

end from at least 2T31 outward appears on a second, 

unrelated chromosome. {7)In some cases, markers distal 

to the DHFR gene that are included in the initial ampli- 

fication are repeated between amplicon clusters [e.g., 

2T14 in class C (Fig. 3D) and 2T25 in classes C and F 

(data not shownl]. 

These observations can be explained by a single gen- 

eral model for initiation of amplification involving the 

generation of a dicentric chromosome. According to one 

version of this model {Fig. 8), a chromosome breaks 

somewhere along the 2q arm at a position distal to the 

DHFR gene. If the break occurs on an unreplicated chro- 

mosome (model A, step 1), the frayed chromosome end 

that is generated could fold back on itself to form a hair- 

pin (possibly at palindromic sequences; step 2}. Any gaps 

could be filled, the two helices could be fused by ligation, 

and the chromosome could be replicated to form a di- 

centric (step 3). If the break occurs on an already repli- 

cated chromosome (model B), the ends of the two double 

helices {chromatids) could fuse to one another by related 

hybridization and repair mechanisms to form a dicentric 

(steps 1-3). 

The immediate outcome of the terminal fusion would 

be the formation of a giant, nearly symmetrical inverted 
duplication whose center of symmetry corresponds ap- 

proximately to the position of the original breakpoint. 
After centromere duplication and separation, the dicen- 

tric chromosomes will suffer another break somewhere 

between the two centromeres during the subsequent mi- 

tosis, generating two chromosomes with frayed ends 

{step 4), but only those breaks occurring between the 
DHFR gene and the nearest centromere would transfer 

both copies of the gene to one chromosome. 

An alternative route to forming a dicentric could be a 

reverse unequal sister chromatid exchange in which a 

giant asymmetric inverted duplication occurs (Fig. 8, 

model C), attended by the loss of different amounts of 

material from each chromatid end (step 1). 

The apparently symmetrical arrangement of the dupli- 

cated single-copy markers displayed by amplificant 

classes C, F, E-I, and G-I argue for the operation of the 

symmetrical breakage/terminal fusion mechanism. In 

the absence of probes situated very close to the break- 

point in each case, however, it is not possible to discrim- 

inate between this mechanism and an asymmetric re- 

Figure 8. Proposed mechanisms for initiating amplification of 
the DHFR locus in CHO cells. In this diagram a single line is 
equivalent to a double helix, telomeres are denoted by the small 
open circles, and frayed ends are indicated with a Y symbol. The 
other symbols are those employed in Figs. 2, 4, 5, and 6. (Model 
A) The unreplicated chromosome {Z2 in this easel suffers a 
break distal to the 2T31 marker (step 1), followed by terminal 
fusion, either by repair or during the subsequent S period {step 
2). The resulting dicentric then breaks between one centromere 
and a DHFR gene (step 4), resulting in the transfer of both copies 
of the DHFR gene to one chromatid, which now has a frayed 
end. The near-terminal DHFR gene can now be amplified by a 
roll-in replication mechanism (step 5a). Alternatively, the 
frayed ends can fuse again to form a dicentric (step 5b}, which 
then breaks asymmetrically again to transfer all four copies of 
the DHFR gene to one chromatid istep 6b), etc. (Model BI The 
replicated Z2 chromosome breaks at the same place on both 
chromatids (step 1 }, the ends fuse (step 2), and the bridge/break- 
age/fusion cycle continues as in model A (step 3). (Model C) An 
asymmetrical reverse sister chromatid exchange takes place be- 
low the 2T14 marker on one chromatid but above 2T14 on the 
other (step 1). This results in the formation of a dieentric chro- 
mosome with an asymmetric inverted duplication (step 2). This 
dicentric chromosome then breaks between one DHFR gene 
and a centromere (step 3), transferring both copies of the DHFR 
gene to one chromosome. Terminal fusion of the frayed ends 
then occurs (step 4), leading to subsequent bridge/breakage/fu- 
sion cycles, possibly interspersed with roll-in replication cycles 
(step 6}. 

verse unequal sister chromatid exchange (particularly in 

class C and F amplificants, in which the region between 

the two 2T31 probes is so large). 

In the case of class G-I {Fig. 6}, in which the break 

occurred centromere-proximal to the 2T31 probe, the 

remainder of the chromosome (i.e., material carrying the 

2T31 and 2T56 markers) has been translocated to a 
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marker chromosome apparently intact (note that the two 
probes are the same distance apart as on the normal 2q 

arms; Fig. 6). Thus, some of the genetic loci lost from the 

2q arm during the duplication event must be required in 

two copies to maintain cell viability independent of 
methotrexate selection pressure per se. 

This interpretation is strengthened by class G-II and D 

amplificants, in which the amplicon cluster appears to 

be located close to the usual single-copy DHFR site and 
the remainder of the chromosome (this time including 

the 2T14, 2T31, and 2T56 markers} has been translo- 

cated to a marker chromosome [Figs. 5-7]. This, in turn, 

suggests that the class G-II and D amplificants have also 

suffered a break very close to the single-copy locus, 

which then leads to the requisite dicentric as well as the 
acentromeric chromosome fragment that is subse- 
quently translocated to the marker. This hypothesis is 

strengthened by two additional observations: (1) the 
2T25 marker, which maps very close to the DHFR gene 

on the distal side, is also translocated to the marker chro- 
mosome in class D amplificants (Fig. 7F); and (2) the 
region distal to the amplicon cluster on some chromo- 
somes in class D appears to be an inverted duplication of 

material proximal to the single-copy DHFR locus (this 

was demonstrated with probe 2T57, which maps be- 

tween the DHFR gene and the centromere; data not 

shown). 
In class E-II amplificants, the nonsymmetric arrange- 

ment of the single-copy hybridization probes argues that 

a reverse unequal sister chromatid exchange may have 

taken place. 
Thus, the hybridization patterns detected in all of the 

amplificant classes examined here can be explained ei- 
ther by (1) a symmetric chromosome break that occurs 

either before or after chromosome replication, followed 
by fusion of the flayed ends of the two chromatids 

{classes C, F, E-I, G-I, G-II, and D); or (2) a reverse un- 
equal sister chromatid exchange [i.e., an asymmetric 
break on the two chromatids after replication, followed 

by fusion of the two ends, as in class E-II). Many exam- 
ples of the fused intermediates predicted by this break- 
age/terminal fusion model were actually observed in 

these studies (24% of spreads; e.g., see Figs. 3B and 7F1, as 
well as large numbers of dicentric chromosomes (6% of 

spreads; e.g., see Fig. 4}. It is also interesting to note that 

several examples of inverted duplications have been ob- 

served in the smaller amplicons that characterize cell 

lines with high amplicon copy numbers (e.g., see Ford 

and Fried 1986; Looney and Hamlin 1987; Ma et al. 1988; 
Hyrien et al. 1989). In each of these examples, however, 

the palindromic junctions are amplified, and they are 

relatively close to the selected gene. It is therefore un- 

likely that they correspond to the original breakage/fu- 

sion joint formed during the initiation event. More 

likely, they represent junctions formed during later 
bridge/breakage/fusion cycles (as in steps 5b and 6b 

(model A} in Fig. 8). 
Is it possible to explain the patterns observed in these 

drug-resistant variants by other models? As we have ar- 

gued before {Trask and Hamlin 19891, the deletion/epi- 

some model (Fig. 1C; Wahl 1989) is untenable, because 
the single-copy loci are retained at their native positions 

in virtually all of the amplificant classes examined here 

(classes G-II and D being indeterminant}. In a previous 
single-color in situ hybridization analysis, we utilized a 
probe consisting of eight cosmids representing -270  kb 
of DNA including and surrounding the DHFR gene. It 

has therefore been suggested that the gene itself might 

have been deleted to form an episome but that other 
neighboring sequences remaining at the deletion site 

would still be detected by the mixed probe (Windle et al. 

1991). In this study we used a single DHFR-specific 

cosmid in which the gene occupies >95% of the insert. 

Therefore, it is clear that in the cell populations exam- 

ined here, the single-copy DHFR gene remains at its na- 
tive location after initial amplification events have oc- 
curred. 

Re-replication followed by in loco integration {Fig. 1B) 

also can be ruled out as a common mode of initiating 
amplification of the DHFR gene, because only in class 
G-II and D amplificants are the amplicons near the orig- 
inal single-copy locus fFig. 6). As argued above, the rel- 
atively precise transfer of the chromosomal material di- 

stal to the DHFR gene onto another chromosome sug- 

gests that in this case, too, a break has occurred near the 

gene, generating both a dicentric and a transient acen- 

tromeric fragment. If the re-replication model is ex- 
tended to include integration of the extra copies at other 

sites, it must still be explained why the reintegration 

usually occurs on the 2q arm at the chromosome termi- 
nus and why it is separated from the single-copy locus by 
large amounts of inverted chromosome 2 material. 

Roll-in replication {Fig. 1D), which characterizes some 

forms of conservative transposition in bacteria (Galas 

and Chandler 1981; Harshey and Bukhari 1981), can also 
be ruled out as an initiating event on formal grounds, 
because the large inverted duplications observed in most 
amplificant classes could not be replicated by one fork in 

a single cell cycle [at a fork rate of 3 kb /min  {Huberman 
and Riggs 1972j, a maximum of - 1  Mbp could be repli- 
cated in an 8-hr S period]. By the same arguments, roll- 
ing-circle replication cannot easily account for subse- 
quent amplification steps in which repeating units ap- 
pear to be megabases in length (e.g., Fig. 3D; Trask and 

Hamlin 1989; Smith et al. 1990; Toledo et al.; 1992}. 

Furthermore, it is not obvious how a roll-in replication 

mechanism could result in amplicon clusters situated at 

a position distal to the usual terminus. 

There is one aspect of the early stages of amplification, 

however, in which some version of roll-in replication 

may play a role, at least in hamster cells. In the class E-II 

pattern shown in Figure 3A, for example, the individual 

DHFR amplicons in the cluster are clearly quite small 

relative to the original inverted duplication. Perhaps 

these amplicons could have arisen at a later stage by 

rolling circle replication (see below). 

A plausible chain of events that could explain our ob- 

servations is outlined in Figure 8. A dicentric chromo- 

some is formed by the postulated initial break or reverse 

unequal exchange, followed by terminal fusion {models 
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A and B). During the subsequent mitosis, this dicentric 

then breaks between one DHFR gene and its proximal 

centromere, generating a chromosome with a large sym- 
metric or asymmetric inverted duplication and a frayed 
end [step 4). The other daughter cell would undoubtedly 
die in the presence of methotrexate owing to the loss of 

the DHFR and other genes. 
The frayed ends could again fuse {Fig. 8, model A, step 

5bl, resulting in the formation of a symmetrical dicentric 
chromosome with four copies of the DHFR gene and two 
centromeres. A subsequent asymmetric break could 

then transfer all  four copies to one chromatid, which 

again would have an unstable frayed end [step 6b). This 

end could then initiate another cycle of breakage and 

fusion leading to another inverted duplication, and so 

forth. 
At some point, such a frayed end could initiate roll-in 

replication by invading the same chromatid above the 

DHFR gene (Fig. 8, model A, step 5a}. After some number 

of cycles of rolling circle replication around the template 
loop (which would presumably be quite smalll, the re- 
suiting homogenous amplicon cluster could become 

fused with the end of the other broken chromatid (or 
with its own end) to generate another dicentric chromo- 

some. The two events (roll-in replication and dicentric 
formation} could possibly alternate in successive cell cy- 

cles, accounting for patterns such as those observed in 

class C amplificants (Figs. 4D and 6). 
Amplificants surviving each round of selection will 

probably be those in which the units of amplification 

become increasingly small, because there will be a limit 
on the amount of extra chromosomal material that a 
mitotic chromosome can easily tolerate without break- 

age and loss. This may explain why homogenous clusters 
of smaller repeating units are observed very early during 

the amplification process {Figs. 3 and 7; Trask and Ham- 

lin 1989; Smith et al. 1990; Toledo et al. 1992}. 
The possibility that bridge/breakage/fusion cycles 

could be involved in the early stages of DNA sequence 
amplification was suggested previously to explain the 
high frequency of dicentric chromosomes in cell lines 

that had amplified a transfected DHFR gene (Kaufman 
and Sharp 1982), and was based on the original observa- 
tions of McClintock [1941) on genetic instability in corn. 
On the basis of FISH analysis of CAD gene amplification 
in baby hamster kidney cells, Smith et al. (1990, 1992) 
proposed that an early event might involve fusion of two 

telomeres to form a dicentric chromosome. The failure 

to detect the telomere-proximal 2T56 probe in any of 
the duplications detected in the present study would ap- 

pear to rule out this particular model for initiating 

events at the DHFR locus. 
Toledo et al. (1992) have also utilized two color FISH 

analysis to study early events in the amplification of the 

AMPD2 gene in Chinese hamster fibroblasts. In addition 

to the AMPD2 probe, they chose a second marker lo- 

cated several megabase pairs closer to the centromere on 

chromosome I. An analysis of several cloned coformy- 
cin-resistant variants showed that this second marker is 

often coamplified with AMPD2 in large inverted repeats 

on chromosome 1. Toledo et al. also proposed that 

bridge/breakage/fusion cycles could mediate early steps 
in gene amplification. We suggest that had they used a 

centromere-distal {as opposed to proximal) probe in 
combination with AMPD2, they would have detected 
the initial formation of a large inverted duplication such 

as that observed in this study. 
Why does amplification only occur in tumor cells? Are 

they more prone to the chromosome breaks that appear 
to initiate DNA sequence amplification in hamster 

cells? 
Genome instability is a hallmark of cancer cells. Bi- 

opsied tumor samples display highly rearranged karyo- 

types characterized by translocations, deletions, inver- 

sions, abnormally banding chromosome regions, and 

double minutes (Rowley 1989; Yunis 19811. Schimke et 

al. (19861 have proposed that this instability could en- 

gender several different modes of initiating DNA se- 

quence amplification. 
The findings of this report, however, suggest that all of 

these rearrangements are probably initiated by the same 
underlying mechanism-namely,  chromosome breaks 

{with the possible exception of amplification mediated 
by double minutesl. It is possible that one of the early, 

rate-limiting steps in the progression of a tumor is a mu- 

tation that affects the ability of the cell to repair single- 
or double-strand breaks. Breaks might naturally occur 
rather frequently as a consequence of occasional failures 

in the rejoining reaction carried out by either topoi- 

somerase I or II during replication and/or transcription. 

Presumably, these breaks would almost always be re- 
paired in a normal cell. The resulting unrepaired breaks 
that would befall the mutated cell could increase the 
frequency of gene amplification, accounting for the very 

high incidence of oncogene amplification in human tu- 

mors (Bishop 1987). 
In this regard, it has been shown in recent years that 

the tumor suppressor gene, p53, is mutated in many hu- 
man malignancies (Vogelstein 1990; Levine et al. 1991) 
and, more recently, that amplification of drug resistance 

markers can only be detected in cells that lack a wild- 
type copy of the p53 gene (Livingstone et al. 1992; Yin et 
al. 1992). Coupled with the suggestion that p53 may 
down-regulate DNA replication after damage delivered 
via ionizing radiation {Kastan et al.], it is possible that 
p53 is part of a damage-sensing signal transduction path- 
way that normally delays cell cycle progression until  

such potentially harmful damage can be repaired. 

Mater ia l s  and m e t h o d s  

Cells and celt culture 

All cells were grown in minimal essential medium supple- 
mented with nonessential amino acids, 12.5% fetal calf serum, 
penicillin, and gentamicin in 8% CO2. Independent drug-resis- 
tant populations were selected from a single starting CHO-K1 
clone in three incremental steps (0.02, 0. l, and 0.4 ~M, as de- 
scribed previously (Trask and Hamlin 1989). At each drug level, 
2-3 weeks were required to obtain 10 z cells. Resistant variants 
were maintained as populations at each level to avoid an add[- 
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tional selection based on cloning efficiency. Populations E/0.4 

and C/0.4 were maintained for an additional 3 and 6 weeks, 

respectively, before mitotic cells were collected for analysis. In 

pilot studies employing a probe specific for the DHFR locus, we 

observed no amplification in any of the CHO/0.02 ~M resistant 

populations. [Note that based on the starting cell number and 

the subsequent FISH patterns, it is likely that the variants in 
each of the nine original populations arose from an independent 

event or events; see Trask and Hamlin 1989). 

For FISH analyses, metaphase cells were collected by shake- 

off from -70% confluent monolayer cultures after a 1.5-hr in- 

cubation in 0.1 ~g/ml of colcemid. The harvested cells were 

incubated in 75 rnM KC1 at 37~ for 15 min, fixed several times 

in fresh 3 : 1 methanol/acetic acid, and dropped onto cleaned 

slides. The slides were incubated at 65~ for 4 hr and stored at 

- 2 0 ~  in sealed bags flushed with N2 until use. 

Construction and screening of the MACHO genomic library 

High-molecular-weight genomic DNA from CHO-K 1 cells was 
prepared as described previously (Ma et al. 1990) and was di- 

gested partially with Sau3A1. The digest was separated on a 

NaC1 gradient, the 30-50 kb fractions were pooled, and the 

fragments were cloned into the BamHI site of dephosphorylated 

PWE-16 (Wahl et al. 1987). The library contains more than 
5 x 10 s independent clones. Individual clones were tested in 

combination with the DHFR-specific cosmid cH1 for their chro- 

mosomal position relative to the DHFR gene in in situ hybrid- 

ization studies. Of a total of 106 clones screened from the MA- 

CHO library, 15 hybridized specifically to the 2q arm; 5 of these 

clones were employed in this study. 

FISH 

FISH analyses were performed as described in detail elsewhere 

(Trask 1991; Trask et al. 1989), with some modifications. The 

DHFR-specific cosmid was labeled with digoxigenin-DUTP 

(Boehringer Mannheiml, and the other cosmids were labeled 

with biotin-DUTP (Enzo Biochemicals or BRL), using a com- 
mercial nick-translation kit  (BRL) supplemented with DNase I 
(BRL] to produce fragments 200-400 bp in size. Selected pairs of 

labeled cosmids were mixed and hybridized to metaphase 
spreads. The hybridization volume was 10 ~1 and contained 1 
ng/~l of each labeled cosmid, 1 ~g/~tl of sonicated total geno- 
mic CHO-K1 DNA, 50% formamide, 2x SSC, and 10% dextran 

sulfate {pH 7.0). The hybridization solution was heated at 72~ 
for 5 rain and was allowed to incubate at 37~ for 15 min before 
being applied to denatured slides (this step allows repetitive 

sequence elements in the probe to hybridize with their coun- 

terparts in the unlabeled blocking DNA I. Hybridization took 

place at 37~ for 12-16 hr. 

After washing, the slides were incubated sequentially in (11 

avidin-Texas Red; (2} a combination of biotinylated goat-anti- 

avidin and sheep anti-digoxigenin antibodies; and {3) a combi- 

nation of avidin-Texas Red and FITC-conjugated donkey anti- 

sheep IgG antibody as described elsewhere i Trask 1991; Trask et 
al. 1989). This treatment produced a red fluorescent signal at the 

sites of the biotinylated cosmid and a green fluorescent signal at 

the sites of the digoxigenin-labeled cosmid. All incubations 

were carried out at room temperature in PNM {0.1 M phosphate 

buffer at pH 8.0, 0.05% NP-40, 5% nonfat dry milk). The slides 

were washed between incubations in 2x SSC containing 
0.005% CHAPS detergent [Pierce). The slides were rinsed in PN 

{PNM minus milk), and 3 Ixl of anti-fade solution containing 

0.02 ~M DAPI was applied to counterstain the chromosomes. 

The slides were viewed and photographed on a Zeiss Axio- 

series microscope equipped with a 100 x 1.3 numerical aperture 
objective. Texas Red and FITC were simultaneously viewed 

through a double bandpass filter iChromatechnology; excitation 

BP480-505/ BP560-595, reflector BP505-555/BP600-690, emis- 

sion BP515-540/ BP610-660). DAPI fluorescence was viewed 

through a long-pass filter (Zeiss; BP360-371, FT395, LP397). 
Photographic images showing the three fluorochromes were ob- 

tained by double exposure through these two filter combina- 

tions (Scotch 3M 640T color slide film; 15 sec exposures for 

Texas Red/FITC images, -1  sec for DAPI}. Figure 7, E and F, 

were obtained by photography through a single triple-band pass 
filter (Chromatechnology) for 15 sec. 

Hybridization data analysis 

Photographic slides of randomly selected metaphase spreads 

from each amplificant class were projected at -104-fold magni- 

fication onto a digitizing board {Summagraphicsl. The digitizing 

board had 40 l ines/mm resolution. The coordinates of chromo- 
some termini, centromeres, and probes were identified and en- 

tered via the digitizing board into a computer for further anal- 

ysis. The distances between neighboring features along the am- 

plified or marker chromosomes were calculated. Within each 

metaphase spread, the length of the unaffected 2q arm was mea- 
sured and used to normalize other measured distances. This 

normalization corrected for variations among metaphase 

spreads in the degree of chromatin condensation. For Figure 6, 

consensus chromosomes were calculated by averaging the nor- 

malized distances among centromere, DHFR, 2T probes, ampli- 

con clusters, and termini for all chromosomes with common 

features within each amplificant class. A simple postscript pro- 
gram converted the normalized (and averaged) distance mea- 

surements into the diagrams shown in Figures 2, 4, 5, and 6. 

The MACHO genomic library, bacterial clones, and animal 

cell lines are available for distribution. 
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